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Hard worker with background in quickly taking orders, managing the drive-thru 
window and preparing food. POS systems knowledge. Fast food professional focused 
on greeting all customers in a friendly, welcoming manner. Seeking added 
responsibilities to help restaurant operations run smoothly. Crew Member offering a 
positive attitude and flexible schedule. Works well independently or with others as a 
team.

EXPERIENCE

Pizza Maker/Cashier
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2009 – NOVEMBER 2009

 Clean food preparation areas, cooking surfaces, and utensils.
 Cook and package batches of food, such as hamburgers and fried 

chicken, which are prepared to order or kept warm until sold.
 Prepare specialty foods such as pizzas, fish and chips, sandwiches, 

and tacos, following specific methods that usually require short 
preparation time.

 Operate large-volume cooking equipment such as grills, deep-fat 
fryers, or griddles.

 Read food order slips or receive verbal instructions as to food required
by patron, and prepare and cook food according to instructions.

 Measure ingredients required for specific food items being prepared.
 Clean, stock, and restock workstations and display cases.

Pizza Maker 
Pizza Ranch - 2004 – 2009

 Make pizzas do deliverys as needed Im a very hard worker Ianswer 
the phones do prep ring up customers.

 Did work at hardees where I went from crew member to general 
manager in the 4 years I was there.

 Ran the everyday operations to the best of my ability made sure 
orders went out on time it was always hot and fresh.

 And had the repect of all my employees.
 Was always on time ready to work 110% all the time.
 now Im ready for something new always trying ta learn new things.
 Think its always helpful to learn new things all the time so when that 

perfect job comes you have a good chance at getting it..

EDUCATION

 History and Education - (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - Brookings, 
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Photoshop, Adobe.
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